
C H A P T E R

2

SYNOPSIS

  Determination of the carrying amount of inventories in Financial Statements. This includes determination 

 
 

2. SCOPE

This standard is NOT applicable for the following inventories: (Reasons are given in brackets)
 (a) Financial instruments (
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This standard does not apply to the measurement (only) of:
 (a) Inventories held by producers 

accordance with well-established practices in those industries. When such inventories are measured at 

 (b) Inventories held by commodity broker-traders who measure their inventories at . 

change. 
Note 1

) and , or when an active market 
. 

Note 2 
This is an option given to the broker-trader to value inventory at fair value less cost to sell. If they value their stock 

price or brokers’ margin.

To be consumed in the process of production or in rendering the services e.g., 
consumables and loose tools, etc. 

Inventories are assets
Which are

Note: 
Material includes the primary packing material but not the secondary packing material and publicity material 

as Inventory cost does not include selling costs.

etc., in case of food and beverages industry. 
 are generally for transporting and forwarding the material.

Concept Capsule 1

the company has 1 lakh empty tins and containers. The entity sells the empty tins at  2 each. So, the worth 
of tins held by the company is  2 lakh (  2 × 1 lakh tins) which is a material amount for the entity. The 

Give your answer with reasons. 
Suggested Answer 
( )

consumed in such process. 

hence the entity should recognize the asset at its NRV and present it either under current assets or noncurrent 
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Concept Capsule 2

). Can the entity treat the stock of crude oil in 

Suggested Answer

process of production for such sale.  
The crude oil in the pipeline is held for sale. The oil in the pipeline is always replenished by way of fresh 

)

Inventory is valued at 

  

 
 

COST of Inventory 
 

Includes   
 

Other costs incurred to bring the 
inventory to present location 
and condition.  

Cost of Conversion Cost of purchase 

We should understand each element of cost separately.

5. COST OF PURCHASE 

Cost of purchase includes all the costs incurred to purchase the material. The following items are directly related 
to the purchase of material:

XXX

Add:

XXX

Carrying Cost e.g., inward freight cost XXX

 
Whichever is 

LOWER 

COST 
Or 

NRV 
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Inward Insurance cost XXX

bringing it to warehouse. 
XXX

Less: 

Trade discounts (XXX)

(XXX)

(XXX)

XXXX

Note:

the entity may intend to achieve this. Still, this discount should not be deducted from cost of purchase. 

Concept Capsule 3

Suggested Answer

determining the costs of purchase. 

purchase.

conditions:

  2. It should be measured reliably. 

of purchase when it meets the target of 1,00,000 items.

 

Absorb based on actual 
capacity utilisation 

OVERHEADS 

Variable OHs Fixed OHs 

Actual production  
OR 

Normal Capacity 
Whichever is higher 
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Q: What is Normal capacity?
Normal capacity is the number of units of production on an average over a period under normal circumstances 

Less planned 
maintenance). 

It is computed based on the productive capacity achieved over a period of time. Say average production of three 
no abnormal production took place.

Q: What is Actual capacity?

Q: Why should we take Normal capacity when actual production is less than normal capacity? 

Example
For a product, raw material cost per unit is  2,00,000 per 
annum
stock is 1,000 units at the end of the year. 

1,000 units.

Particulars Basis                   Units  Per Unit Basis                 Units  Per Unit 
 Raw Material put. 
 Direct labour p.u.            10           10 

 Normal 
 Total  cost per unit  Total  cost per unit

 Closing Stock (in units)        1,000       1,000 
 Closing Stock value in 

 
Observe the closing stock valuation. On observation, you can notice that, the closing stock value based on 

capacity.

Concept capsule 4         (CA Final-May 2018)

Suggested answer
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 1,00,000 and these unallocated overheads 
 in the period in which it is incurred. 

Concept capsule 5

1 component X at a cost of 
Sundry raw materials at a cost of 

Factory rent 

Selling and administrative costs  10,000

production per month is 1,000 hours.
Determine the cost of inventory.
Suggested answer

actual or normal capacity whichever is higher. 

The cost of a single control unit:

Materials:
Component X

Sundry raw materials
2,155

600

Examples: 
 
 
 in relation to
 part of cost of inventory and secondary package cost should NOT 

be included, etc.
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 1.  of Raw material, labour or other production costs (Reason

 2.  (If storage is a part of process of production, such storage cost should be included in the cost. 

 General administration Reason: General administration costs are NOT necessary to bring the 

 Costs (Reason
 (In general, borrowing costs are not related to bring the inventory to its present 

Qualifying asset
be included).

Concept capsule 6

end. If waste has no
Suggested Answer

excluded from 

the year end. 
The cost of abnormal waste amounting to 

Concept capsule 7 Deferred credit terms

Suggested answer

Per car 

Interest expense 20,000

Cost of inventory 
Finance cost 2,00,00,000
Cost of goods sold 

Two or more products generated simultaneously, by a single manufacturing process using common input, and 
being substantially equal in value. 
Example 

By-product
.
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Example: 

 

By product 

Raw Material 

Product A 
A

YES 

Joint product 

NO 

Product B 
Is value significant? 

In this case, the joint costs (common costs  are allocated between the products on a rational and consistent basis. 
Basis of allocation: May be 

Concept capsule 8
Raw material

Conversion process

Sale value Sale value 60

Further process 
cost

Further process

Sale value 120 Sale value 90

products. The Sale value at the time of separation is  60 respectively and the company did further 
processing of each and incurred a cost of 
sale value is  120 and  90 respectively. 

Suggested Answer
The Raw material cost of 

Less further processing cost i.e. (12


